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Written Corrective Feedback
“a form of instruction …
provided as a response to
errors that learners have
made in their written output
… to help student writers
build awareness, knowledge,
and strategic competence so
that they can develop skills
to better monitor their own
writing in the future”
(Bitchener & Ferris, 2012,
pp. 125 & 140)
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Written Corrective Feedback
→ We’re not trained on how to give feedback
→ We receive some general guidelines from managers
→ We develop our own feedback-giving habits
→ We reflect on the feedback we received as students

→ We tend to be unaware of research about feedback
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Bitchener, J., & Ferris, D. R. (2012). Written Corrective
Feedback in Second Language Acquisition and Writing.
New York: Routledge.
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Direct Correction
“a correction that not only calls attention to the error but also
provides a specific solution to the problem” (Bitchener & Ferris,
2012, p. 125)
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Direct Correction
at least
has
Everyone ____
have been a liar^once in their life. People who lie intentionally to
,
harm others are bad people^ and their lies are harmful too. However, there
told
intentions
are lies that are ____
done with good _______
intention. So, there are times that lies are
based
____
appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.

Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.
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Indirect Correction
"indicating an error through circling, underlining, highlighting, or
otherwise marking it at its location in a text, with or without a
verbal rule reminder or an error code, and asking students to
make corrections themselves" (Ferris, 2002, p. 63)
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Indirect Correction: underlining
Everyone have been a liar once in their life. People who lie intentionally to
harm others are bad people and their lies are harmful too. However, there
are lies that are done with good intention. So, there are times that lies are
appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.
Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.
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Indirect Correction: minimal marking
✓ Everyone have been a liar once in their life. People who lie intentionally to
✓ harm others are bad people and their lies are harmful too. However, there
✓✓ are lies that are done with good intention. So, there are times that lies are
✓ appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.

Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.
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Indirect Correction: verbal rule reminders
subject-verb agreement
Everyone have been a liar once in their life. People who lie intentionally to

punctuation

harm others are bad people and their lies are harmful too. However, there

word choice

are lies that are done with good intention. So, there are times that lies are

verb form

appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.
Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.
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Indirect Correction: verbal rule reminders
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Indirect Correction: verbal rule reminders
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are lies that are done with good intention. So, there are times that lies are

verb form

appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.
Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.

→ not all errors can be described in a neat short phrase
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Indirect Correction: error codes
AGR
Everyone have been a liar once in their life. People who lie intentionally to

PUNCT

harm others are bad people and their lies are harmful too. However, there

WC

are lies that are done with good intention. So, there are times that lies are

VF

appropriate. A lie is either a good or bad one base upon the liar's intention.
Only one person can really tell whether a lie is intended to harm or do good.
KEY to Error Codes:
AGR = subject-verb agreement
PUNCT = punctuation
WC = word choice
VF = verb form
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Error Codes

Error Codes

Indirect Correction: meta-linguistic explanation
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Direct Feedback

Indirect feedback
→ underlining
→ minimal marking
→ verbal rule reminders
→ error codes
→ meta-linguistic explanation
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Now, let’s get real
In the recent years, inequality in the workplace is increasing. There
are two types of inequity which are well-known by people who
works in workplace, they are gender discrimination and gender pay
gap. ‘Inequality’ is defined in the the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary as
“the unfair difference between groups of people in society, when some
have more wealth, status, or opportunities than others”. According to
Kraus et al. (2018), as a member of social species, human beings
should be divided into many levels. This viewpoint indicate that
inequality not only a serious issue in the workplace, but also a longstanding phenomenon in human society. This essay focuses on two
serious inequalities in business activities, which are gender
discrimination and gender pay gap. Analyzing these two inequality
situations in the workplace, and then describe and evaluate how to
solve these problems in the business field.
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Describe and evaluate how research in your field addresses inequality
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Direct Feedback

Indirect feedback

→ Usually not recommended

→ Preferred
→ Problem solving

more memorable
(Brown & Craik, 2000, p. 102)

guided discovery
(Thornbury, 2017)
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Direct Feedback

Indirect feedback

→ Usually not recommended
→ Reformulation

→ Preferred
→ Problem solving

“if a teacher reformulates what a student has said or written,
they present it back to the student with errors corrected – or
rephrase it in a more linguistically sophisticated way” (Dellar
& Walkley, 2016, p. 149)
- Are you coming to the event on Thursday?
- I must to work lately.
- I’m working until late.
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Direct vs indirect feedback
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Direct vs indirect feedback
Lalande (1982)

Advantage reported for indirect coding but not statistically
significant

Semke (1984)

No difference

Robb et al. (1986)

No difference

Van Beuningen
et al. (2008)

Direct error correction more effective long-term; both direct
and indirect feedback effective short term

Van Beuningen
et al. (2012)

Direct feedback more effective for grammar but indirect for
non-grammar items

Bitchener and
Knoch (2010)

Direct error correction more effective long-term; all direct
and indirect feedback options equally effective short-term
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RQ Do the orange pills cause weight loss?
independent
variable

dependent
variable

RQ Do the orange pills cause weight loss?

1 – weigh participants
2 – administer the pills to participants for 28 days, monitor other factors
3 – weigh participants again
4 – compare participants’ weight before and after
Each participant lost at least 3 kilograms.
Can I say that they lost weight because of the pills?

RQ Do the orange pills cause weight loss?

1 – weigh participants
2 – divide participants into an experimental group and a control group
3 – administer the pills only to the experimental group for 28 days, monitor
other factors
4 – weigh all participants again

Each participant in the experimental group lost at least 3 kilograms.
Participants in the control group didn’t lose any weight.
Can I say that they lost weight because of the pills?

RQ Do the orange pills cause weight loss?
independent
variable

dependent
variable

1 – weigh participants
2 – divide participants into an experimental group and a control group
3 – administer orange pills to experimental group for 28 days, monitor other factors
4 – administer placebo to the control group for 28 days, monitor other factors
5 – weigh all participants again
Each participant in the experimental group lost at least 3 kilograms.
Participants in the control group didn’t lose any weight.
Can I say that they lost weight because of the pills?

Direct vs indirect feedback
Lalande (1982)

Advantage reported for indirect coding but not statistically
significant

Semke (1984)

No difference

Robb et al. (1986)

No difference

Van Beuningen
et al. (2008)

Direct error correction more effective long-term; both direct
and indirect feedback effective short term

Van Beuningen
et al. (2012)

Direct feedback more effective for grammar but indirect for
non-grammar items

Bitchener and
Knoch (2010)

Direct error correction more effective long-term; all direct
and indirect feedback options equally effective short-term
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Bitchener & Knoch, 2010
→ US university, 63 students, age 18-20, East and South Asia, L2
English users, course in academic writing
→ Use of “the” and “a”
→ Group 1: direct feedback (written explanation) – 12 Ss
→ Group 2: indirect feedback (error circling) – 27 Ss
→ Group 3: direct feedback (written & oral explanation) – 12 Ss
→ Group 4: no feedback – 12 Ss
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Bitchener & Knoch, 2010
→ Day 1: pre-test (what is happening in a picture, 30 min)
→ Day 4: feedback, post-test
→ Day 70: delayed post-test
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Bitchener & Knoch, 2010
→ Day 1: pre-test (what is happening in a picture, 30 min)
→ Day 4: feedback, post-test
→ Day 70: delayed post-test
→ Accuracy was calculated as a percentage of correct usage of “the”
and “a” for all occasions where the grammatical structure of the
sentence written by the student required it.

100%

92%

58%

63%
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Bitchener & Knoch, 2010
→ Day 1: pre-test (what is happening in a picture, 30 min)
→ Day 4: feedback, post-test
→ Day 70: delayed post-test
→ Accuracy was calculated as a percentage of correct usage of “the”
and “a” for all occasions where the grammatical structure of the
sentence written by the student required it.
→ Mean scores in each group were compared using ANOVA
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Bitchener & Knoch, 2010
→ All three treatment groups (indirect and both types of direct feedback
groups) outperformed the control group in the immediate post-test
→ However, these levels of improvement across the 10 week
period (revealed in the delayed post-test) were only retained by
the two direct feedback groups, but not the indirect group.
→ One aspect of language, relatively small groups
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Conclusion
→ Students should be given both direct and indirect feedback.
→ Indirect feedback should only be given if there’s a good chance
that the student will be able to understand the error and correct it.
→ Teachers should explain until it’s clearer than clear, through a
variety of channels.
→ It’s useful to look at the student’s writing in terms of how well it
achieves its goal.
→ Teachers should not assume that the feedback they give will
necessarily have some effect on the students’ skills.
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